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Why do so few people truly, deeply change, even when they want to? Why do almost all those
techniques and methods that promise to ‘unleash your potential’ and ‘transform your life’ seldom
work? Why do so many people learn so many ways to relax but still suffer from stress?They
don’t change their MINDSETS.Only a new or different MINDSET can permanently change the
way you think, feel, decide and create your life. It can only happen from inside out! That means
challenging some of your own deeply held beliefs, shattering a few old illusions and hunting the
truths that already exist within you.To help you do that Mike presents the best of his regular
CLEAR THINKING articles/reflections from the last five years. Each reflection contains a set of
clues and signposts to help you change your own MINDSETS allowing you to:- Make the shift
from force to power- Cultivate serenity and patience- Live from inside out, not outside in-
Practice the power of presence- Find balance by being centred- Become a completely free
spirit.Mike George is an author of eleven books on how to awaken your awareness of your
authentic self and thereby restore the essence of your being, which is love. He talks, teaches
and tutors across the world on topics such as self-awareness, emotional intelligence, liberating
leadership and ‘continuous unlearning’. His other recent books include The Immune System of
the SOUL, BEING Your Self and The 7 Myths About LOVE…Actually!

About the AuthorHeidi S. Quimby is the author of The Wedge Between Us. She has written a
story about her life and the struggles she has encountered. Growing up in a dysfunctional family
did not give her the best chance to be the successful individual she has turned out to be. Heidi
has filled the early pages of her book with stories of the hardships, challenges and grief that she
has endured. She has written a remarkable story that focuses on overcoming obstacles, never
giving up and finding out how to believe in yourself.By shifting her thinking and opening up to a
higher power, Heidi has moved on to create the harmony and bliss that exists in her life today.
She has an inspiring, motivational story that will pull at your heartstrings. While possessing a
determined and committed aura about her that is both captivating and magnetic, she truly draws
people and circumstances to her through her gifts. She is a woman of incredible mental
strength, depth and an endless capacity for what is possible next!Heidi lives in the small town of
Perkiomenville, Pennsylvania with her adored husband, Neal. She is the proud mother of four
boys, Travis, Luke, Jordan and Jacob. When she is not busy composing, she enjoys the hectic
life of a soccer mom, listening to both Christian and country music and is an avid reader. She
has also established herself within the bodybuilding arena, earning her professional title in May
of 2013 as an NGA Pro Figure Athlete. She attributes her success to maintaining a balance in
her life of Mind, Body & Spirit. She can be contacted at Pean5@aol.com. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Mike GeorgeReveals the Secrets ofCLEAR THINKINGChange Your PERCEPTIONS,Create
New PERSPECTIVESand Cultivate Greater CLARITYMINDSETSChange Your PERCEPTIONS,
Create NewPERSPECTIVES and Cultivate Greater CLARITYMike GeorgeText Copyright Mike
George 2015First published by Gavisus Media 2015805 Bayswater TowerAl Abraj StreetPO Box
211965 Business Bay Dubai, UAEEmail: gavisusmedia@gmail.comThe moral rights of the
author have been asserted.Cover Design: Charlotte Mouncey -All rights reserved. No part of this
book may be reproduced by any mechanical, photographic or electronic process, or in the form
of phonographic recording; nor may be stored in a retrieval system, transmitted or otherwise be
copied for public or private use, other than for fair use as brief quotations embodied in articles
and reviews, without prior written permission of the publisher.The information given in this book
should not be treated as a substitute for professional medical advice; always consult a medical
practitioner. Any use of information in this book is at the reader’s discretion and risk. Neither the
author nor the publisher can be held responsible for any loss, claim or damage arising out of
use, or misuse, or the suggestions made or the failure to take medical advice.Other Books by
Mike GeorgeBEING Your SelfSEEing and KNOWing What’s IN the Way IS the Way!The Immune
System of the SOULHow to Free Your Self from ALL Forms of Dis - easeThe 7 Myths About
LOVE…Actually!The Journey from Your Head to the Heart of Your SoulDon’t Get MAD Get
WiseWhy no one ever makes you angry…ever!The 7 AHA!s of Highly Enlightened SoulsHow to
Free YOUR Self from ALL Forms of StressLearn to Find Inner PeaceManage your anxieties,
think well, feel wellLearn to RelaxEase tension, conquer stress and free the selfIn the Light of
MeditationA guide to meditation and spiritual development1001 Ways to RelaxBeat stress and
find perfect calm, anywhere, anytime1001 MeditationsDiscover peace of mindSubscribe to
Clear ThinkingClear Thinking is a regular e-article (once or twice a month) that Mike currently
circulates to around 15,000 people worldwide. Topics vary, but they all serve to sustain the
ongoing learning and unlearning that is required to increase your self-awareness and re-awaken
the truths that already exist within youIf you would like to subscribe, go to or send an email to
mike@relax7.com - it’s free.Feedback to Clear Thinking“I would just wish to thank you for all the



content you share and make available to everyone. ‘Clear Thinking’ is always embraced heartily
every week. Your website is also a beautiful haven for people to visit.”Ewan Findlay“I have been
receiving your articles for quite some time now and have sometimes thought that I have heard all
you have to say. But each time a new CT arrives in my inbox, I find I am continually learning to
think differently. Your recent article on ‘Being Centered’ has blown me away. Suddenly I am
free!”Christine Breddy“Mike, I love your messages. They are elegant, honest and from the
heart.”Laurie Attwood“Thank you Mike, I so enjoy reading ‘Clear Thinking’. It often feels as if you
are writing just for me, as if you know what I need in this moment. I was mentioning ‘Clear
Thinking’ to a few friends who also subscribe and they all felt the same way about it.”Dermot
FitzpatrickDedicationTo those who often hear themselves privately thinking‘I can’t’ or ‘I am not
able’ or ‘I don’t know…’.Always remember to add one word…YET!YET opens the space
between here and there, betweennow and the moment when you can,when you do, when you
know.But before you try to fill that space with the search for the magicformula, with the
momorization of more information,with the mastery of technique, with the endevour of
learning,remind your self of this:Life happens not from outside in but from inside out.Everything
from love to wisdom, from confidence to happiness,from fullfilment to friendship, happens
naturally whenyour mindset is shaped not by the ‘beliefs’ that others have told youbut when you
see and realize what is ‘true’ for your self.Here is a set of signposts that point to what you
alreadyknow, but have inconveniently forgotten!Don’t ‘believe’ a word that you read!Better to use
the insights and ideas to reflectand re-awaken within you what is ‘true’ for you!May you
remember with easeand make YET redundant!Change YourPERCEPTIONSYour perception is
your reality. As you perceive so you create. As you create so you will project. As we project
together so we co-create the world… together! So it is that the ‘outer’ is simply a manifestation of
the ‘inner’. According to your perception of the state of the world so you will also ‘see’ the current
state of your being, which is you!Create NewPERSPECTIVESAs is your ‘point of view’ so will be
your unique perspective. As you change your ‘point of viewing’ so your perspective will shift. So it
is that in the universe of conversation no one perspective is right or wrong, absolutely true or
absolutely untrue. But some perspectives will always be more ‘accurate’ than others!Accuracy is
the foundation of a life well lived.Pursue accuracy!Cultivate GreaterCLARITYWhatever you are
attached to or dependent on will always cloud your vision and skew your decisions. Only when
you are free in your being can you ‘see’ clearly and ‘discern’ accurately.Only then will your mind
reflect that clarity and your thoughts start to give form to that clarity.Clear thinking is almost no
thinking compared to the mental chaos and confusion within the mind of an unfree being!Pursue
real freedom!What’s in YOUR Mindset?Your MINDSET will dictate your decisions today and
shape your destiny tomorrow. Your MINDSET will define the quantity and the quality of all your
relationships. Your thoughts and feelings at any given moment will not be the product of other
people’s behavior or where you are in the world or what is going on in the world - you will think
and feel entirely according to your own MINDSET!A MINDSET is essentially a belief or belief
system. As we filter everything through our beliefs we create perceptions and thoughts, which



then shape your decisions, feelings and behaviors. We form our MINDSETS at three levels as
we create and sustain beliefs about the world, about others and about our self.Your MINDSETS
about the WorldFor example, if you ‘believe’ the world is a dark and dangerous place you will
tend to perceive/interpret events mostly as a threat, generate fear in the form of anxiety, create a
habit of becoming defensive or aggressive, and generally live an unhappy and insecure life.
However if you ‘believe’ the world is an adventure playground then you will perceive situations
and circumstances as an opportunity to play. You will exercise and focus your creative abilities
proactively, and generally be able to maintain a stable and happy state of mind.Your MINDSETS
about Other PeopleIf you ‘believe’, as Jean Paul Sartre once suggested, that ‘hell is other
people’, (or another person!) then you will perceive many if not most of your relationships as
having to be tolerated and suffered. Your energy around people will tend to be dark and
dispiriting, and you will frequently generate feelings of resentment and foreboding. If, on the
other hand, you believe all relationship is a dynamic process of being enriched and enriching
others, that every relationship is an opportunity to ‘be creative’, you will enthusiastically engage
with almost all those that you connect with.Your MINDSETS about… You!If you ‘believe’ you are
not worthy and cannot change your personality or learn new skills or develop new talents, there
is a good chance you will start to ‘perceive’ your life as a pointless waste of time and energy.
Hopelessness and helplessness will likely be frequent visitors as you give up easily on any
endeavors that require significant enthusiasm to follow through.Whereas, if you ‘believe’ there is
nothing you cannot learn and do, that you can change your personality and create many new
attributes within your character, you will enthusiastically find ways to improve, enhance, develop,
learn, unlearn and grow your… self!Each one of us ‘can know’ the MINDSETS that we have
created and carry within our consciousness. But it seems few of us will make that kind of ‘inner
enquiry’. Few reflect deeply enough to see and understand the beliefs that make up the
MINDSETS that may be sabotaging their life. This is why so few people actually change the
quality of their life, why so few enhance their personal capacities, why so few stretch themselves
to find new ways to be alive and ‘do life’.Too EntrenchedMany approaches to training, personal
development and coaching don’t work to any significant depth because old habits, based on old
MINDSETS, based on inaccurate beliefs, are too entrenched within consciousness. Attitudes
and behavior, and the consequent outcomes, only change when your MINDSET changes. This
means becoming aware of the beliefs that you have assimilated and created, then challenging
those beliefs and consciously changing them through a process of realization i.e. realizing which
beliefs are the basis of your illusions and delusions and which ones are just not ‘true’!There are
two ways to induce the kind of realizations that will alter your beliefs and belief systems –
meditation and contemplation. Meditation gives you access to the deeper states of
consciousness where you will always find your peace, which in turn allows you to generate a
deeper, truer ‘insight’. From meditation comes the AHA moments of self-realization. You realize
exactly which old beliefs are just that, ‘old beliefs’, and why many of them are just not true!The
other practise, ideally cultivated in parallel to some kind of meditation practise, is



‘contemplation’. This means exploring different, wiser and clearer perceptions of how the world
works, how to make relationships work and why ‘you’ are not thinking and feeling very well within
your self! By contemplating the insights and wisdom of others, alongside your own personal
insperiences, you allow your self to rediscover the deeper truths that already exist within your
consciousness, within YOU!Only You Can Do it!The purpose of this book is to offer you a series
of reflections that may help you to see from a different angle, see with greater accuracy and
clarity, realize the deeper truths that may allow you to live with greater freedom, happiness and
power. No one can alter your MINDSET. No one can make you change your beliefs. No one can
create your decisions for you. No one can alter your attitude or your behavior. It seems obvious
to say that, but most of us are running around with the ‘belief’ that we can change others beliefs,
attitudes and behaviors, and therefore that others can change ours. But it’s just not ‘true’. We are
each 100% responsible for everything that occurs within our consciousness. And everything we
think, feel and do begins within our consciousness, within our self.But you can be ‘influenced’.
You can be assisted, guided, coached! And you can ‘influence’ others. But influence is not
control!For the last ten years the regular CLEAR THINKING essays and articles have been
circulating monthly around the world to people deeply interested in cultivating greater clarity
about the MINDSETS that are required to live their day-to-day life with less stress and greater
joy.Being deeply and profoundly interested in the meaning of life and how to fully live this life, I
have spent the last 33 years ‘researching’ inside and out. One way that I create, sustain and
increase clarity for my self is to write and share what I am seeing and realizing. Yes I have been
guided by the many wise words of others, by the ‘insperiences’ of others, by both easy and
difficult interactions with others, but mostly I share what has occurred within me as a result of my
own practises of meditation, contemplation and application.One of the first pieces of advice that
I usually give to anyone I am coaching is to write something every day about what is going on
within you. As that old saying reminds us, “How do I know what I know until I hear what I have to
say”. We all have a deep font of wisdom at the heart of our being. We already know what is real
and unreal, what is true and what is false, what is accurate and inaccurate – it’s just that we
forget HOW to look within our self, see clearly and then accurately interpret what we find within,
and thereby recognize what is true and real.The purpose of this book, a selection of some of the
clearest CLEAR THINKING essays, is to provide you with some signposts on both where and
how to look, how to be more aware of what is occurring within you, alongside some different
interpretations of what is really happening in the world of our relationships. Altogether they are
intended to provide you with some clues and signals on how to challenge your own beliefs, alter
your own perceptions and reshape your perspectives, so that greater clarity may prevail as you
‘decide’ how to live your life. As you do this inner work you will gradually notice both natural and
significant shifts in your MINDSETS.And when your MINDSET changes, it changes almost
everything.As always if something is not clear feel free to make contact atmike@relax7.comHave
YOU Found True ‘For Giveness’?There is a huge difference between a hurt body and hurt
feelings. Someone or some thing can cause you to feel physical pain but no one can cause you



to suffer emotionally... if you so decide! However, it seems that few us learn to make the clear
distinction between physical pain and emotional suffering. As the old saying goes pain is
compulsory but suffering is optional. Unless it’s chronic, then ‘physical pain’ is usually a one-time
event before it subsides. But ‘emotional suffering’ tends to linger longer.Sticks and StonesOur
feelings usually ‘hurt’ following something someone says about us, to us, or behaves badly
towards us. Those feelings can remain for a long time, depending on how much we repeat the
experience in our own minds. And yet, if we cast our mind back to the school playground we may
remember singing, “Sticks and stones may break my bones but names can never hurt me”. We
would call each other horrible names and mock each other mercilessly and yet, the next
moment, we would play on as if nothing had been said. Unfortunately, as we grow up, we tend to
become increasingly sensitive to what other people say to us and about us. Suddenly we start
taking things personally and we are easily offended. Why? We create an ego.As we grow we
develop our ego, which is essentially an image of ourselves that we create in our own minds. We
become attached to that image and it becomes our subtle identity. If people say or do anything
that contradicts that image we become offended and create what we call ‘hurt feelings’ or, more
accurately, feelings of hurt. We inflict emotional suffering upon our self.From childhood to
adulthood we gradually become more sensitive, and no one teaches us the basic principle that
can start to set us free of our own self-created suffering. It sounds something like this: “No one
can hurt me, but I can use you to hurt my self”.Clear DistinctionWe are, of course, talking about
our emotions and not our body. When someone hurts your body they don’t hurt you, they hurt
your body. You feel the physical pain as the body sends the appropriate signals to the brain. But
the hurt feelings i.e. ‘emotional suffering’, is always a choice. We can choose to instantly forget
the physical pain and it’s cause if we want, or we can keep remembering it and keep generating
anger and/or resentment towards the person who caused the physical pain. It’s a choice, but
only if we can see the choice. And it seems many can’t, simply because no one teaches us to be
aware of the emotions that we create and feel. No one teaches us to make the distinction
between physical pain and emotional suffering. Even fewer of us learn that we are entirely
responsible for our emotional state at all times. Realizing that you are the creator of your feelings
(the emotions that you feel) and that you can therefore choose your feelings is one of the most
significant steps in re-empowering your self and being the master of your own life.For most of us
there are seven frequent occurrences, following which we tend to generate emotional suffering
(what we call hurt feelings). These are moments when people insult us, gossip about us, ignore
us, reject us, betray us, deceive us or let us down. These are the behaviors that may ‘trigger’ our
belief that we have been hurt, but they never actually ‘cause’ our hurt feelings. Here is why.You
REJECTED me!We feel rejected when we interpret others attitudes and behavior towards us as
non-accepting. If it happens often enough we will start looking for evidence of rejection almost
as soon as we meet someone. The belief that we are ‘rejectable’, that for some reason we are
not worthy of others acceptance, has set in. If it pains us emotionally, if we feel hurt by others
apparent rejection, it means we are coming to the relationship in a state of neediness. It’s the



need to be accepted and approved by the other which underlies any hurt feelings. It’s this
neediness that usually sits under any insecurity that we may feel in any relationship. If we can
free our self from needing to acquire the acceptance and approval of others we would probably
never ‘decide’ to feel hurt by their behavior towards us even if it was overtly rejecting. Not so
easy in a world where most of us are taught to build our sense of self on how others see us and
act towards us.You IGNORED me!

What’s in YOUR Mindset?Your MINDSET will dictate your decisions today and shape your
destiny tomorrow. Your MINDSET will define the quantity and the quality of all your relationships.
Your thoughts and feelings at any given moment will not be the product of other people’s
behavior or where you are in the world or what is going on in the world - you will think and feel
entirely according to your own MINDSET!A MINDSET is essentially a belief or belief system. As
we filter everything through our beliefs we create perceptions and thoughts, which then shape
your decisions, feelings and behaviors. We form our MINDSETS at three levels as we create and
sustain beliefs about the world, about others and about our self.Your MINDSETS about the
WorldFor example, if you ‘believe’ the world is a dark and dangerous place you will tend to
perceive/interpret events mostly as a threat, generate fear in the form of anxiety, create a habit of
becoming defensive or aggressive, and generally live an unhappy and insecure life. However if
you ‘believe’ the world is an adventure playground then you will perceive situations and
circumstances as an opportunity to play. You will exercise and focus your creative abilities
proactively, and generally be able to maintain a stable and happy state of mind.Your MINDSETS
about Other PeopleIf you ‘believe’, as Jean Paul Sartre once suggested, that ‘hell is other
people’, (or another person!) then you will perceive many if not most of your relationships as
having to be tolerated and suffered. Your energy around people will tend to be dark and
dispiriting, and you will frequently generate feelings of resentment and foreboding. If, on the
other hand, you believe all relationship is a dynamic process of being enriched and enriching
others, that every relationship is an opportunity to ‘be creative’, you will enthusiastically engage
with almost all those that you connect with.Your MINDSETS about… You!If you ‘believe’ you are
not worthy and cannot change your personality or learn new skills or develop new talents, there
is a good chance you will start to ‘perceive’ your life as a pointless waste of time and energy.
Hopelessness and helplessness will likely be frequent visitors as you give up easily on any
endeavors that require significant enthusiasm to follow through.Whereas, if you ‘believe’ there is
nothing you cannot learn and do, that you can change your personality and create many new
attributes within your character, you will enthusiastically find ways to improve, enhance, develop,
learn, unlearn and grow your… self!Each one of us ‘can know’ the MINDSETS that we have
created and carry within our consciousness. But it seems few of us will make that kind of ‘inner
enquiry’. Few reflect deeply enough to see and understand the beliefs that make up the
MINDSETS that may be sabotaging their life. This is why so few people actually change the
quality of their life, why so few enhance their personal capacities, why so few stretch themselves



to find new ways to be alive and ‘do life’.Too EntrenchedMany approaches to training, personal
development and coaching don’t work to any significant depth because old habits, based on old
MINDSETS, based on inaccurate beliefs, are too entrenched within consciousness. Attitudes
and behavior, and the consequent outcomes, only change when your MINDSET changes. This
means becoming aware of the beliefs that you have assimilated and created, then challenging
those beliefs and consciously changing them through a process of realization i.e. realizing which
beliefs are the basis of your illusions and delusions and which ones are just not ‘true’!There are
two ways to induce the kind of realizations that will alter your beliefs and belief systems –
meditation and contemplation. Meditation gives you access to the deeper states of
consciousness where you will always find your peace, which in turn allows you to generate a
deeper, truer ‘insight’. From meditation comes the AHA moments of self-realization. You realize
exactly which old beliefs are just that, ‘old beliefs’, and why many of them are just not true!The
other practise, ideally cultivated in parallel to some kind of meditation practise, is
‘contemplation’. This means exploring different, wiser and clearer perceptions of how the world
works, how to make relationships work and why ‘you’ are not thinking and feeling very well within
your self! By contemplating the insights and wisdom of others, alongside your own personal
insperiences, you allow your self to rediscover the deeper truths that already exist within your
consciousness, within YOU!Only You Can Do it!The purpose of this book is to offer you a series
of reflections that may help you to see from a different angle, see with greater accuracy and
clarity, realize the deeper truths that may allow you to live with greater freedom, happiness and
power. No one can alter your MINDSET. No one can make you change your beliefs. No one can
create your decisions for you. No one can alter your attitude or your behavior. It seems obvious
to say that, but most of us are running around with the ‘belief’ that we can change others beliefs,
attitudes and behaviors, and therefore that others can change ours. But it’s just not ‘true’. We are
each 100% responsible for everything that occurs within our consciousness. And everything we
think, feel and do begins within our consciousness, within our self.But you can be ‘influenced’.
You can be assisted, guided, coached! And you can ‘influence’ others. But influence is not
control!For the last ten years the regular CLEAR THINKING essays and articles have been
circulating monthly around the world to people deeply interested in cultivating greater clarity
about the MINDSETS that are required to live their day-to-day life with less stress and greater
joy.Being deeply and profoundly interested in the meaning of life and how to fully live this life, I
have spent the last 33 years ‘researching’ inside and out. One way that I create, sustain and
increase clarity for my self is to write and share what I am seeing and realizing. Yes I have been
guided by the many wise words of others, by the ‘insperiences’ of others, by both easy and
difficult interactions with others, but mostly I share what has occurred within me as a result of my
own practises of meditation, contemplation and application.One of the first pieces of advice that
I usually give to anyone I am coaching is to write something every day about what is going on
within you. As that old saying reminds us, “How do I know what I know until I hear what I have to
say”. We all have a deep font of wisdom at the heart of our being. We already know what is real



and unreal, what is true and what is false, what is accurate and inaccurate – it’s just that we
forget HOW to look within our self, see clearly and then accurately interpret what we find within,
and thereby recognize what is true and real.The purpose of this book, a selection of some of the
clearest CLEAR THINKING essays, is to provide you with some signposts on both where and
how to look, how to be more aware of what is occurring within you, alongside some different
interpretations of what is really happening in the world of our relationships. Altogether they are
intended to provide you with some clues and signals on how to challenge your own beliefs, alter
your own perceptions and reshape your perspectives, so that greater clarity may prevail as you
‘decide’ how to live your life. As you do this inner work you will gradually notice both natural and
significant shifts in your MINDSETS.And when your MINDSET changes, it changes almost
everything.As always if something is not clear feel free to make contact atmike@relax7.comHave
YOU Found True ‘For Giveness’?There is a huge difference between a hurt body and hurt
feelings. Someone or some thing can cause you to feel physical pain but no one can cause you
to suffer emotionally... if you so decide! However, it seems that few us learn to make the clear
distinction between physical pain and emotional suffering. As the old saying goes pain is
compulsory but suffering is optional. Unless it’s chronic, then ‘physical pain’ is usually a one-time
event before it subsides. But ‘emotional suffering’ tends to linger longer.Sticks and StonesOur
feelings usually ‘hurt’ following something someone says about us, to us, or behaves badly
towards us. Those feelings can remain for a long time, depending on how much we repeat the
experience in our own minds. And yet, if we cast our mind back to the school playground we may
remember singing, “Sticks and stones may break my bones but names can never hurt me”. We
would call each other horrible names and mock each other mercilessly and yet, the next
moment, we would play on as if nothing had been said. Unfortunately, as we grow up, we tend to
become increasingly sensitive to what other people say to us and about us. Suddenly we start
taking things personally and we are easily offended. Why? We create an ego.As we grow we
develop our ego, which is essentially an image of ourselves that we create in our own minds. We
become attached to that image and it becomes our subtle identity. If people say or do anything
that contradicts that image we become offended and create what we call ‘hurt feelings’ or, more
accurately, feelings of hurt. We inflict emotional suffering upon our self.From childhood to
adulthood we gradually become more sensitive, and no one teaches us the basic principle that
can start to set us free of our own self-created suffering. It sounds something like this: “No one
can hurt me, but I can use you to hurt my self”.Clear DistinctionWe are, of course, talking about
our emotions and not our body. When someone hurts your body they don’t hurt you, they hurt
your body. You feel the physical pain as the body sends the appropriate signals to the brain. But
the hurt feelings i.e. ‘emotional suffering’, is always a choice. We can choose to instantly forget
the physical pain and it’s cause if we want, or we can keep remembering it and keep generating
anger and/or resentment towards the person who caused the physical pain. It’s a choice, but
only if we can see the choice. And it seems many can’t, simply because no one teaches us to be
aware of the emotions that we create and feel. No one teaches us to make the distinction



between physical pain and emotional suffering. Even fewer of us learn that we are entirely
responsible for our emotional state at all times. Realizing that you are the creator of your feelings
(the emotions that you feel) and that you can therefore choose your feelings is one of the most
significant steps in re-empowering your self and being the master of your own life.For most of us
there are seven frequent occurrences, following which we tend to generate emotional suffering
(what we call hurt feelings). These are moments when people insult us, gossip about us, ignore
us, reject us, betray us, deceive us or let us down. These are the behaviors that may ‘trigger’ our
belief that we have been hurt, but they never actually ‘cause’ our hurt feelings. Here is why.You
REJECTED me!We feel rejected when we interpret others attitudes and behavior towards us as
non-accepting. If it happens often enough we will start looking for evidence of rejection almost
as soon as we meet someone. The belief that we are ‘rejectable’, that for some reason we are
not worthy of others acceptance, has set in. If it pains us emotionally, if we feel hurt by others
apparent rejection, it means we are coming to the relationship in a state of neediness. It’s the
need to be accepted and approved by the other which underlies any hurt feelings. It’s this
neediness that usually sits under any insecurity that we may feel in any relationship. If we can
free our self from needing to acquire the acceptance and approval of others we would probably
never ‘decide’ to feel hurt by their behavior towards us even if it was overtly rejecting. Not so
easy in a world where most of us are taught to build our sense of self on how others see us and
act towards us.You IGNORED me!Sometimes it seems there is nothing worse than being
ignored by another. Even worse if it’s by a group of ‘others’! At least in rejection there is some
engagement, some acknowledgment of our presence and existence! Can we live without the
acknowledgement of another? Can we survive being ignored? Well we usually do. But it’s
emotionally painful because we are dependent on others acknowledgement to give us the
feeling that we exist and that we are of value. Perhaps the only way free of yet another form of
neediness is to affirm our own existence and to find ways to make our self of value to ‘different
others’. Being of value to others is the context in which we grow our awareness of our own value,
our own worth. And when we ‘know’ our value, which is also one of the deepest foundations of
self-confidence, our neediness dissolves. Then, if someone ignores us, it’s OK! We know our
value! Besides, who knows why ‘they’ do what they do, it’s their choice! It may just be an
expression of their belief in their own lack of self-value!You DECEIVED me!It’s hard to overcome
the feeling of hurtfulness when you know someone has lied to you, when you know you’ve been
‘had’, when you believe you’ve been deceived. We expect others, especially those close to us, to
be honest and open and well... straight! So we are not only surprised when there is deception,
we take it personally, and start to feel hurt by the other.Sometimes it’s a hurt that we will hold on
to for many years. But it’s not the others deviousness that hurts us, it’s our expectation of them.
It’s our sense of our self as someone who is worthy of ‘their’ best behavior, of their honesty, of
their respect, that is the underlying cause of our feeling offended. We then upset our self when
they behave in ways that we don’t expect, in ways that do not acknowledge and affirm the image
we have of our self i.e. as someone deserving of the honesty, respect and openness of



others.The only way to free our self from our hurt is to seek to understand them. When we find
out why they seem to have deceived us we usually find it’s nothing to do ‘with me’ and more to
do with a flaw in their character, a fear of revealing something, an avoidance of being exposed, a
strategy to hide something from us. We will likely find they are, in some way, fear full! Only our
understanding of the other can give us the internal impetus to transform our hurt and
condemnation into understanding and compassion.Ultimately the deepest way to be free of
what we call ‘hurt feelings’, in almost all such instances, is to drop your expectations of the other.
But if that’s a bridge too far then perhaps, to begin with, you can separate your happiness from
having your expectations met. Can you have an expectation free day? Can you put aside all
expectations of the other, and still be content within your self?You are spreading GOSSIP about
me!We live in the age of the gossip. The media has spawned its many social offspring and they
love to keep us busy! Social media gives us access to others people’s lives and an opportunity
to interpret, comment and tell stories about other peoples activities. It gives us the power to build
a reputation and project that reputation to hundreds of thousands of people almost instantly.
That’s when we become ‘reputation dependent’! We want others to see and think of us in a
certain way, usually as a good person (minimum) and perhaps also as a great person
(maximum!) if not a beautiful person! We then become dependent on others affirmation of our
goodness, acknowledgement of our beauty, if not our greatness!We want to be recognized and
we become dependent on others for how we see our self and feel about our self. It’s no surprise
we become super sensitive to what others are saying about us. Or indeed NOT saying about us!
And it’s even less of a surprise when we become easily hurt by the slightest slur on our
character. Sometimes simply the absence of admiration (how many ‘likes’ did I receive today?) is
enough to tip us into feeling ever so slightly... hurt! Sometimes we encounter someone who has
no concern for what others think of him or her whatsoever. Yet they are still warm and sensitive
people to be with. We may say they have a thick skin. Deep down however we probably
appreciate, respect and even admire their ability to stay unfazed by the judgments, stories and
even slander that others may spread about them. They seem to be free on the inside. They are
not dependent on others for how they see and feel about themselves. They are internally free
spirits!You LET ME DOWN!“You let me down. I’m so disappointed in you”. Both statements are
code for ‘you made me suffer’! It’s one of the most prevalent illusions of modern society. Often,
it’s also the first line in the process of ‘emotional blackmail! These exchanges usually start
somewhere in childhood, in the relationship between parent and child. In those moments we
learn that we are responsible for others feelings and therefore others are responsible for our
feelings. They are fatal lessons. They will guarantee a lifetime of unhappiness born of a
dependency on others for what we feel within our self. The only way free is to realize that no one
is responsible for what you feel; no one ever lets you down! You let your self down. And ‘down’
usually means you bring your self ‘down’ from a happy or contented state to a sad or agitated
state...even when ‘they’ are just five minutes late! Sometimes it’s the smallest thing that seems
to trigger your ‘down’. Imagine a life where, regardless of what others do or what anyone else



says, you cannot be ‘let down’. Can you smell the freedom, the stability, the contentment within
your self and, at the same time, you would have consistent ability to ‘be there’ for others
regardless of what they do, of how ‘late’ or ‘remiss’ they may be. Is that not what we sometimes
call unconditional love? Is that not the mark of a real leader?You INSULTED me!“I was so
offended when they said that to me. It was such an insult when they said that to you. I am not
only going to be personally offended but I’m also going to be offended on your behalf!” Well
perhaps we don’t say exactly that, but we do become indignant and create the feeling of being
insulted even when others are insulted and it wasn’t directed at us. It’s as if we identify with their
suffering and join in, ensuring that we suffer with them. Some people will remember an insult for
the rest of their lives and not realize the memory is as good as the best prison cell! They lock
themselves up in the memory of the images and feelings of their moment of emotional pain.
Then, perhaps one day, they may see that it wasn’t them that was insulted it was just an image
they have of themselves that was in contradiction to what was said. They may realize that the
‘self’, the ‘I’ that says ‘I am’, has no image. The ‘self’ creates images in the mind, but has no
image of itself! This takes us into spiritual territory, which is why it’s probably the deepest level of
freedom that a human being can ‘realize’. And when we do live from this free, inner space, it just
doesn’t matter what anyone says to us, it will have no effect. And we certainly won’t be saying,
“You just hurt my feelings’. Besides anyone throwing insults around is also suffering inside. So
compassion towards them not only ensures we don’t lose the emotional plot, it may also be a gift
for them!You BETRAYED me!“But you promised. You promised you wouldn’t say anything. You
said you wouldn’t tell!” We all view the breaking of a promise as a betrayal. The worst seems to
be the transfer of a ‘promised exclusive intimacy’ from one to another. Otherwise known as an
affair! The hurt feelings go deep and often turn out to be expensive! What started out as love can
end as a hate filled resentment. The emotional wounds may last a lifetime. But wait a minute!
Why all the weeping and wailing? Why the indescribable emotional pain and everlasting misery?
Could it just be expectation again? Could it just be dependency on another to bolster our own
ego... again?Could it be that we didn’t realize that trusting another and then expecting that trust
to be upheld, fulfilled, respected and reciprocated was just our ‘mistake’? Who knows what
makes someone betray or break a trust. There could be a thousand reasons ranging from their
fears to their weaknesses. But as long as we ‘expect’, as long as we ‘depend’, as long as we
‘believe’ the other will never betray us, then we can also pretty much guarantee that one day we
are going to feel hurt, let down, devastated, for a few moments or for a very long time. Unless!
Unless we realize the emotional hurt is our responsibility. Unless we realize we have a choice.
Not an easy choice to see in such moments for sure. But we don’t have to suffer. People break
promises. People betray! People fail to meet expectations. That’s a reality on planet earth! Why
are we arguing with reality?Paradoxically, or perhaps weirdly, in the middle of such suffering we
may even have the thought, “What did I do to make them betray me?” As we turn the emotional
gun on our self. Crazy! So crazy it’s almost pure comedy! But it doesn’t feel like it at the time.And
so... the result of understanding what’s really going on during and after all these reasons to ‘feel



hurt’ is seeing that it’s not ‘them’ that is hurting my feelings, it’s me that is generating the
emotional suffering. It’s usually a mix of sadness and anger. That’s why, at an emotional level,
believing that we can and do need to forgive the other is slightly irrelevant. It only affirms our self-
image as a victim. And that’s the best invitation for it to happen again. There is in fact a deeper
level of forgiveness that can release us from all such moments of emotional pain. All of these
scenarios have one thing in common. There is one reason why we are hurting our self
emotionally in each of these seven examples. It’s dependency. It’s the moment when we think, “I
am not getting what I WANT or they are not doing what I WANT or they are not being the way I
WANT!”In such moments we are really saying we believe, “My life is ‘for getting’ what I WANT. I
am alive, I am here, in order to GET something”. But that’s not quite the purpose of life. That’s not
quite how life is designed to be lived. The sages and the saints have reminded us for eons that
the primary purpose of live is not to GET! We don’t come here to GET something, we come here
to GIVE. To GIVE of our Self.As soon as you realize, “My life is FOR GIVING,” you discover the
true meaning of forgiveness, for giving! When you stop depending and expecting, which are just
‘wanting’ in disguise, it will be almost impossible to be emotionally hurt. Then, if and when you
realize the truth that you are never hurt emotionally by anyone, the idea of forgiveness becomes
irrelevant.So, when someone stands on your foot on the train there is a moment of truth in
action, a moment when you are being tested. Will you forgive and forget their clumsiness for the
moment of your pain and get on with your life. Or will you fume with an indignant anger and
suffer for the rest of your journey? Or will you take complete responsibility for placing your foot
there in the first place?Answers on a postcard to…Question:Which of the seven reasons do you
experience as your most frequent ‘excuse’ to create emotional suffering in your life?
Reflection:On the last two occasions you felt emotionally hurt what is it that you want/wanted
from the other that they did not give you/be for you?Action:Choose to give something of your self
to the person whom you previously thought was the cause of your hurt feelings (but now you
know they were just a trigger!) and notice how this ‘giving’ heals your hurt.Are YOU Playing the
Game?Across the land, on any given day, there are hundreds of people sitting in learning
environments called workshops, seminars, courses and classes. As part of their learning
process some will participate in ‘role playing’ exercises. Many will be extremely uncomfortable
attempting to play a role, which they think is totally alien to them. And yet life itself is designed to
give us all the opportunity to ‘role play’. Some would say that’s all we do from the day we arrive
‘on stage’ to the day we exit stage left!Shakespeare pointed the way when he said something
like, “All the world is a stage and all men and women merely players, with many parts to play”.
Have you ever noticed each day is filled with many scenes – the scene of the office, the scene of
the kitchen, the scene of the church, the scene of the tennis court, the scene of the seminar etc.
Every scene is an invitation and an opportunity to play a different role. If we do not create and
play the appropriate role we will likely find the scene both mentally and emotionally difficult.Yet,
when we do recognize this opportunity it begs the question how many roles can we play in our
lives? The obvious answer is as many as we want! In fact, not only do we get to play as many



roles as we want, we also get to create each role. With this realization life suddenly becomes a
truly playful and creative adventure. But what do we tend to do? We tend to take it all far too
seriously? We forget (if we ever remembered) that life is simply a game in which we get the
chance to express our self, and in so doing, give of our self, and in so doing, know our self. This
realization of our unlimited creative potential is an intrinsic possibility waiting to arise from within
all human beings. But it’s a realization that is often suppressed by a learned belief system, a
mindset, that says ‘I can’t’ or ‘I am not good enough’ of ‘I am not capable’ or ‘I am not
creative’.So why do we take it all so seriously? Why are we not as playful as we could be? Why
do so many of us suppress our creativity? Why do we not see life as a game? Here are the
seven key reasons why we tend to make the business of living a serious business!1. You are
NOT a position, you’re just playing another role.If you are a manager in an organization or a
parent in a family that’s not all you are in the organization or the family. Manager/parent is just a
doorway to many roles. As you walk through the scenes of your average day if you see your self
just as ‘the manager/parent’ you are less likely to see the invitations and opportunities to play
many roles including leader, facilitator, teacher, counselor, coach, motivator, helper etc. If the
manager or parent sees their role as a position they are likely to become rigid in outlook and
attitude as they fixate on their role and seek recognition for their role.
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Chris, “Another great book from Mike George. I chose this book because I particularly like this
author. The first book I read some years ago was The 7 ahas. Mike George has a direct, easy
style of writing and has a knack of inviting the reader into the driving seat of their life. It's hard to
explain in a short review but if you want to take responsibility for how you think and feel then read
this book for some really good pointers.”

glasgow, “love this book really engaging lots of topics covered can .... love this bookreally
engaginglots of topics coveredcan dip in at any page & be inspired to ponder life in a new
waygreat questions for reflecting & digging deepnever boring ... always curious”

pramod k., “Amazing book. It's a book which will make a attitude to see goodness in everything”

The book by Mike George has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 5 people have provided feedback.
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